
Gift a Plant



Lucky bamboo
Lucky bamboo is one of the most favorite plants inside houses and 
business places as it is believed to bring happiness and prosperity.It 

requires bright, ventilated areas and a temperatures range of 15°C to 22°C.



Bunny ear cacti
Bunny cacti are the perfect plant for the novice gardener.
 They are also the perfect specimen for a idea gift.

Bunny ear cactus plant, also called angel’s wings, has ease of care combined 
with an original appearance.



Peace lily
Spathiphyllum is named for its flamboyant white blooms, which 
resemble flags of peace.Happy peace lilies surrender constantly, 

producing bloom after bloom.



Chrysanthemum
Chrysanthemum is the winner when it comes to flowering plants 

that makes your face bloom.  When cared for properly with adequate water
 and nutrients, these plants are the ideal happy therapy.



Succulents
Succulents are the micro mini happy pill  for any gardener.
Planting them with loads and loads of love and giving

 them enough space, light and water is all it takes to relish these little beauties.
They don't like to have wet feet but when you do water, water thoroughly.



Anthurium
All it takes is a glance for these heart shaped pretty little creatures

 to mesmories anyone.Shaddy light and heat, with 
adequate intervals of watering will get you 

dancing joys of red, yellow, green, pink and violet anthuriums.



Orchid
Orchids are a wonderful gift for every occasion.Orchids dont drink 
plenty of water.They are happy in shade and dry conditions.
They take their own sweet liitle time to bloom and re bloom, but 

when they do it is sure a sight.



Moon Cacti
Bright, pretty and colourful, these little cacti balls are pure bliss. 

They make sure to pull a smile out of you, everytime.Some sprinkling 
of water and mere sunlight is all they ask in return.



Syngonium green
Syngonium species are often grown as house plants. 
 Minimum temperature 16 °C to a maximum 30 °C. 

They require high humidity, including misting the leaves regularly, 
and good light, but not direct sunlight; they will tolerate low light levels.



Marble queen pathos as it is known, is a variety of the money plant family. 
These plants are the common household species in india 
and is believed to bring good financial fortune to the house. 

These plants can survive both in soil and water and need bring day light. 

Marble Queen pathos



Neon pathos as it is known, is a variety of the money plant family. 
These plants are the common household species in india 
and is believed to bring good financial fortune to the house. 

These plants can survive both in soil and water and need bring day light. 

Neon pathos



Jade pathos as it is known, is a variety of the money plant family. 
These plants are the common household species in india 
and is believed to bring good financial fortune to the house. 

These plants can survive both in soil and water and need bring day light. 

Jade pathos



Golden pathos as it is known, is a variety of the money plant family. 
These plants are the common household species in india 
and is believed to bring good financial fortune to the house. 

These plants can survive both in soil and water and need bring day light. 

Golden pathos



Syngonium species are often grown as house plants. 
 Minimum temperature 16 °C to a maximum 30 °C. 

They require high humidity, including misting the leaves regularly, 
and good light, but not direct sunlight; they will tolerate low light levels.

Syngonium red



Sansiveria
Sansevieria is an evergreen perennial plant forming dense stands, spreading
by way of its creeping rhizome. It is commonly called "mother-in-law's tongue" 
or "snake plant", because of the shape and sharp margins of its leaves. 
 These plants can survive with very little water and bright day light.



Tillandsia
Tillandsia is a genus of around 650 species of evergreen, perennial flowering 
plants.They are also commonly known as Airplants because of their natural 
propensity to cling wherever conditions permit: telephone wires, tree branches,

barks, bare rocks, etc. They need just a sprey of water as they can 
absorb moisture from air to survive.



Ceylon Gold
For generations, philodendron ceylon golds have served as a mainstay 
in interior gardens.Put them in bright, but indirect sunlight and they 
are happy and green forever. Water only when the top soil is dry.



Aglonima Red
Grow red aglaonema in low, medium, or bright light. The plant often shows the 
best color in medium or indirect light indoors. In most areas, it can take some 
direct sun on the leaves, but in the Deep South, it's best to diffuse strong sun 

with a sheer curtain. Water red aglaonema when the soil dries out.



Chlorophytum
Also known as spider plant, these plants cover up 
your empty space easily being as bushy as 

possible.Spider plants prefer filtered sunlight, but can grow in 
part-shade to shade.They need water once the top soil gets dry. 



Spanish moss
Spanish moss drinks up distilled or purified water. They can actually
 survive with out much of water as they absorb moisture from 

the surroundings.They tend to grown with ease, when left undisturbed.



Zamia
Make sure to keep them in well-drained soil and make sure to give

 them lots of light especially during the growing season in spring and when
 the plant is young. Fertilize twice a year, water sparingly, and your
 zamia can grow quite well either outdoors or as a houseplant.



Hoya Heart
Room temperatures should be maintained between 60 and 80 F. or 15 and 26 C. 

With its fleshy, succulent leaves, sweetheart hoya is relatively drought
tolerant and can get by with as little as one or two waterings per month. Water 
deeply when the soil is slightly dry to the touch, then let the pot drain thoroughly.



Jade plant care is easy and simple. Many people enjoy growing
 jade plants in their homes and offices, and they are considered to
 be symbols of good luck.One of the most important things when

 you care for jade plants is to make sure that they are watered properly. 

Jade



Coconut shell planter is a custome made product from the house of 
Harith Tharang.These serve to be an all natural product and

 a handy cute little table top gift .

Succlulent in coconutshell 



Bamboo planter is a custome made product from the house of 
Harith Tharang.These serve to be an all natural product and

 a handy cute little table top gift .

Money plant in Bamboo planter



Succulents in painted mud pot is a custome made product from the house of 
Harith Tharang.These serve to be an all natural product and

 a handy cute little table top gift .

Succulent in painted mud pot




